
DISCOVER Britain’s owls

Make the most of darkening nights with a 
woodland safari that sharpens your senses  
and gets you up close to one of Britain’s  
most elusive predators.
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MEET OUR  
EXPERT
Ian McGuire is  
a wildlife expert 
and educator  
who leads owl 
prowls and wildlife 
walks in South 
Gloucester.  
See wildowl.co.uk  

OWL PROWL
We’re going on an

 BIRD OF  
THE NIGHT
From ancient Greece 
to Harry Potter, owls 
like this tawny have 
been linked with 
myth and magic.  

W O R D S :  M A T T  S W A I N E   P H O T O S :  T O M  B A I L E Y
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THE WOODLAND FLOOR is October crisp:  
a brittle blanket of russet, crimson and gold. 
There’s just a hint of the fungi-rich odour that  
will compost leaves into a mid-winter sludge,  

but tonight they crackle and rasp with every footstep
Somewhere in the tree above sits a tawny owl, a hunter 

whose hearing is so finely evolved it can detect the delicate 
sound of a one-ounce bank vole in the leaf  litter far below. 
I’ve barely eaten since lunch but I am still more than 3000 
times that weight. There is no hope of muffling my boots as 
I move with pantomime stealth, imagining the fear that 
comes with being its prey. 

And then it calls. Not the twit-twoo I was expecting, but 
something deeper, more flutey and descant. This haunting 
vibrato quavers into the cold night air with a simple 
message: “You are trespassing: this woodland is mine.” 

Owl expert Ian McGuire shines a light into the canopy, 
daubing pools of colour into empty monochrome branches. 
“That was beautiful,” he says, “really deep and resonant. 
It’s probably male: they tend to be the first out to defend 
their territory. Right now vocal challenges like this are 
going on up and down the country.”

Autumn sees the young pushed out of their parental 
homes, and this is when territorial disputes reach their 
peak, so this is the best time to hear one. Once established 
in an area, most breeding pairs will never leave. “A tawny 
will invest a lot of time learning where to hunt in a 
woodland,” explains Ian. “It knows where wet ground is, 
dry ground, where there are mouse nests, cover and fruit 
that attracts animals to feed. That knowledge is what 
allows them to survive. Losing it could spell disaster.”

This wood near Bristol is worth fighting for. It has rough 
grass ideal for small mammals, ancient trees with hollows 
for nesting, open woodland floor with banks and water.

There are five species of owl that breed regularly  
in Britain, but tawnies are our most common with an 
estimated 50,000 pairs across the UK. They prefer the 
broad-leaved, deciduous woodland we are walking 
through this evening, but they can also be found in 
coniferous forests, farm land, wooded urban gardens  
and even city parks. Head out on an autumn night and  
you may discover one surprisingly close to home. u



 

AFTER DARK
As night falls, the 
woods become a 
different, magical 
place to walk. 

DISCOVER Britain’s owls

We’d already been treated to a close up of Ian’s 
own captive tawny, Jaz. As a licensed owner, Ian’s 
now retired birds were used for educational visits, 
but Jaz is anything but tame. “Don’t come in. She’d 
attack if you got close,” he says as he opens the  
mesh door and approaches with a gloved hand. 
Tawny owls are notoriously aggressive. Wildlife 
photographer Eric Hosking famously lost an eye  
to one; an incident that inspired the title of his 
biography, An Eye for a Bird. 

We watch as Jaz wraps the milky meniscus of one 
of her three eyelids across the glossy black pebble  
of her eyeball. Everything about this bird is tuned 
to hunt. Her soft wing feathers mean she can drop 
silently on her prey, and that nictitating membrane 
protects the eye from sharp mammalian claws.  
She glides her head mechanically through its  
full 270 degrees of articulation, like a demonic 
ventriloquist’s dummy. Exceptional night vision  
in tawny owls requires elongated, tubular eyeballs 
that don’t move in their socket. Nature’s solution? 
While we have seven neck bones, Jaz has 14, 
allowing her to rotate her head for all-round vision. 

Light is already fading as we 
walk towards Overscourt Woods,  
a managed habitat that is home to 
tawny, barn and little owls. There 
are nest boxes in the trees, but the 
real secret to the success of this 
area can be found hidden under 
rough tussocks of grass. 

Digging his fingers into a green 
thatch, Ian reveals a network of 
tiny pathways. “This worn line is 
probably used by a field vole and 
it’s a sign that the area is rich in  

the barn owl’s primary prey species,” he says.  
“Barn owls have relatively poor eyesight. They rely 
on hearing to locate field voles and the feathers  
of their facial disk have evolved to reflect sound 
towards their asymmetrical ears, which are offset 
and different sizes to help pinpoint prey as they fly.” 

Barn owls are one of the world’s most widely 
distributed owl species, but in the UK they are at 
the edge of their range. Softer wing feathers that 
have evolved for silent flight are easily waterlogged, 
so they can’t fly when it’s raining, they struggle to 
hear when it’s windy or hunt when there’s snow 
covering the ground. Young, inexperienced owls  
are particularly vulnerable and it is thought that  
up to 85% of fledglings will perish by the following 
spring. Road collisions, drowning in cattle troughs 
and poisoning from rodenticides all contribute to 
fatalities, but barn owls numbers have recovered 
from a low in the 1970s and are now thought to 
number around 10,000 pairs in the UK.

While barn owls can be seen flying slowly over 
open fields, the shorter, broader wings of a tawny 
owl are built for manoeuvrability between trees. 
These perch hunters will wait to drop silently  
on their prey, mainly small mammals, but also 
amphibians, insects and even fish.

If we want to see one tonight, we need the same 
patience, so as night seeps between the trees,  
we wander deeper into the woods. u

EYES
An owl’s retina is packed with rods that 
function best in low light, rather than 
cones that are used for colour vision. 

They have around one million rods per 
square mm, around five times as many as 
we do. A layer of tissue behind the retina, 
called the tapetuim lucidum reflects light 

within the eye to enhance night vision. 

NECK
Additional neck bones 

allow the owl to rotate its 
neck through 270 degrees, 
and larger arteries in the 

vertebrae and neck ensure 
that blood supply to the 

brain is not cut off.  

BRAINS
Despite the reputation for great 

wisdom, owls are not particularly 
smart. For a sedentary tawny owl, 

building a mental map of their 
their territory is vital. Tests have 
shown that they remember the 
height of a favoured perch and 
hunt using sound alone. If the 
perch height was changed,  

they would miss their target. 

EARS 
Ear cavities of different sizes and at 
different locations on the skull help 

the owl pinpoint the location of 
prey using the minute difference 
that it takes for sound to reach 

each ear. Although their hearing  
is similar to that of a human, it is 
much sharper in the frequencies 

produced by its prey.  

THE SCIENCE OF OWLS

BEAK 
An owl’s beak is short, curved 
and often hooked: designed to 
grip and tear its prey and not 
obstruct vision. Owls do not 

have good close-up vision and 
hair-like features on the beak 
allow them to feel their prey.  

EYELIDS
The protective nictitating ‘third’ 
eyelid closes as the owl takes its 

prey, but it is also used in the nest 
when feeding hungry chicks. 

FACIAL 
FEATHERS

An owl’s flat face 
features a circle of 

feathers that can be 
adjusted to focus and 
direct sound into their 
asymmetrically placed 

ear cavities.

TALONS
Owls have four toes: three that face 

forward and one that faces back when 
flying. When perched or gripping prey 
the outer toe can swivel backwards so 

that two toes face in each direction  
for a better circular grip. 

“...as night seeps  
between the trees, we 
wander deeper into  
the woods.”

 WISE OWL
Ian has a license to 
keep birds like Jaz, 
the tawny owl. Now 
retired, she was 
used for educational 
visits. 

 INSIDE  
THE BOX
You can spot nesting 
boxes in the trees of 
Overscourt Wood; 
this one is used  
by a barn owl. 
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WINGS
Most owls are able to fly silently and 
this is more important for those that 
hunt at night. The structure of their 
wing feathers has evolved to deliver 

the minimum of noise within the 
hearing range of their prey.



DISCOVER Britain’s owls

Plan your trip
WALK HERE
Overscourt Wood is a 207-acre area of 

relatively new woodland to the east of Bristol and 
south of the village of Pucklechurch. It’s an ideal 
place to explore as an evening wander on fairly 
short loops. If you’re looking for owls, aim for 
woodland fringes and then let your ears lead you. 

GETTING HERE
There is a small car park just outside 

Overscourt Woods that will take between five 
and 10 cars. 

WHERE TO STAY
The Langley Arms (thelangleyarms.co.uk, 

0117 957 3512) is a 17th-century farmhouse 
located a short drive away in Bristol and offers 
B&B accommodation, doubles from £75pn. 

WHERE TO EAT
The Bull at Hinton (thebullathinton.co.uk, 

0117 937 2332) is about four miles from 
Overscourt Woods with a good selection of beers 
and local food: vegetarians well catered for.

i MORE INFORMATION
See visitbristol.co.uk 

Tawny owl
These are nocturnal hunters that are 
widespread across Britain but not found in 
Ireland. The oldest recorded was over 23 
years old, but they typically live to around 
four years old, and will breed in their first 
year. Young are pushed out of their parents’ 
territory in autumn but often find their own 
within just a few kilometres. 

Barn owl
Often seen quartering over open fields,  
this long-winged owl hunts in flight over 
lowlands, and populations are most dense  
in areas of Yorkshire and East Anglia. White 
underneath and a golden buff on the top, it 
is instantly recognisable. It is not particularly 
vocal but the male’s screech can be heard 
during the breeding season. 

Britain’s owls

Short-eared owl
You might see this owl hunting over rough grassland 
or coastal marshes and it is one of our most active 
during the day. It travels much further than a tawny 
owl and some of those found on the east coast of 
Britain are thought to originate from Scandinavia. 
While you may not spot its ear tufts, its yellow eyes 
can help you with identification.

“When I bring people out to see owls, I get them  
to sit with their back against a trunk and listen 
quietly,” says Ian. “Focus on an area of empty sky 
through the canopy and you may well see them 
silhouetted as they fly through the trees.”

Tawny owls reached their peak in Britain in the 
late Mesolithic era, after glaciers had retreated  
and woodland returned. Numbers at this time  
are estimated at around 160,000 pairs. Specialist 
nocturnal hunters, they have large eyes that 
account for 3% of their body weight and a retina 
that is packed with light sensitive rods. 

But our ancestors evolved to hunt out here  
too and our eyesight compares surprisingly well. 
The structure of a tawny owl’s eye is designed to 
produce a large, bright image, but their success  
as hunters relies on a mix of vision, hearing and 
local knowledge. Our ability to see at night is  
an ancestral heirloom we’ve largely forgotten:  
a genetic Picasso hidden in the attic of your DNA.  
In an era of headtorches, backlit screens and 
Netflix, we seldom sit quietly outdoors at night  
and explore what our senses can really do. 

As dusk deepens, shapes and textures appear out 
of the gloom. There’s a whiff of fox in the air, breeze 
moving through branches and a robin’s alarm call 
in the distance. Above, the tree canopy arcs like the 
frame of an ancient yurt, and between the latticed 
branches, we finally see a shadow flying overhead. 

“That’s a tawny owl,” says Ian, leaping up.  
“Won’t be much else flying around now.” 

We follow its flight, feeling our way between the 
trees. I try to keep my footing on uneven terrain, 
while tree roots claw at my boots. As Ian hoots we 
zig-zag, following its response. Suddenly there is  
a full-blown conversation and I find myself unable 
to distinguish between Ian and the owl above me. 

He is convinced this is a male. “Female owls are 
25% larger than the males and they’ve been known 
to attack and kill young owls encroaching on their 
territory,” he whispers. We hear the hoot and we 
wait for the contact call – a sharp ke-wick – that 
might indicate a breeding pair.  If he does have  
a mate, they could lay a typical clutch of two or 
three eggs in late winter or early spring, that  
will hatch after a month’s incubation.

Ian calls out again with his near perfect tawny 
impression and an insistent warning fires back: 
Roo-weet, roo-weet, roo-weet.

And then we spot it: the broad, stubby outline  
of an owl flying just metres above us, and I whirl  
on my heels trying to see where it lands. For our 

ancestors, owls would have been a common sight. 
For the ancient Greeks they represented wisdom; 
for the Aztecs a harbinger of death; for Hindus, 
African and native American tribes they hold 
spiritual significance. Shakespeare used an owl in 
Julius Caesar to signify bad luck and its hoot is the 
go-to sound effect for added drama on any B-movie 
or TV crime series.

Nature writers Mark Cocker and Richard Mabey, 
in their book Birds Britannica, said that ‘an owl 
somehow resembles a human if humans ever had 
bird form’. And sure enough, when we finally  
spot it nestling against the trunk of a tree, with  
its forward-looking eyes and cryptic woodland  
suit of browns and whites, it’s all too easy to  

project human characteristics. 
“If this is one of an established pair, then their 

down-covered chicks could be fledging by the end  
of May,” says Ian, as this beautiful but surprisingly 
dumpy little bird locks us with its gaze. “This time 
next year they’ll be heading out to find territory  
of their own.”

And as we pick our way back through the woods 
half an hour later, we hear an orchestra of calls and 
responses that have nothing to do with us: the hoot 
and ke-wick that suggest a breeding pair. Good news 
for the owls of Overscourt Woods: bad news for 
anything rattling through the leaf litter.  
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“Focus on an area of 
empty sky through the 
canopy and you may well 
see them silhouetted as 
they fly.”

 WOODLAND 
PERCH
You need the 
patience of a 
hunting owl to spot 
one, so you might 
want to sit down. 

 WHAT’S 
FOR SUPPER?
As the sun goes 
down, a tawny owl 
comes out to hunt 
for small mammals 
like mice and voles. 

 ON THE 
FRINGE
Matt and Ian study 
the treetops at the 
edge of Overscourt 
Wood for any 
shadowy glimpse 
of an owl.  

Little owl 
This charismatic species is often seen running 
along the ground in pursuit of insect prey. It is a 
non-native thought to have been introduced to the 
UK in the 1870s. The size of a song thrush, it hunts 
at dusk and can be identified by its undulating, 
woodpecker-like flight. They can be seen across 
England and Wales and prefer lowland farms and 
orchards with trees that offer nesting cavities.

Long-eared owl
There are thought to be around 3500 breeding pairs 
in the UK, joined in winter by birds from Scandinavia. 
A mainly nocturnal hunter of coniferous woodland,  
it is rarely seen and is our least studied British owl. Its 
ear tufts stand up when it is perched and its deeper 
orange eyes help distinguish it from short-eared owls. 


